
THE HOME OF AWARD WINNING POOL DESIGN & CONSTRUCTION 



HEALTH IS 
A STATE 
OF 
BODY
WELLNESS 
IS A STATE
OF
MIND

 

TRANSFORM 
YOUR HOME 

WITH AN 
ORIGIN POOL

For over 40 years, Origin has helped thousands 
of families to design and build their dream home 
swimming pools. Our award winning pool houses 

let you swim, exercise in your home gym and relax in 
your spa or steam room, all from the privacy of your 
own home. At Origin, we work closely with you to 
create a swimming pool design that suits your home, 
lifestyle and budget, resulting in the perfect keep fit, 
chill out or social hub for you and your family.

We offer a holistic approach to each project to ensure 
that every individual element works seamlessly 
together. Every pool project is unique and requires 
expert input from our multiple professionals. We 
believe a successful project requires all of the specialist 
areas to be integrated into a consolidated design from 
the start. 

As a multi-award winning company we are proud to 
have a reputation synonymous with quality, luxury 
and the highest standards of swimming pool design. 
Working with our years of experience and dedicated 
team of architects, designers, engineers and project 
managers we have been able to consistently add to 
our accolades whilst developing our portfolio.        

AT ORIGIN WE DO IT ALL
FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION



BUILD

MAINTAIN

The planning part of the process involves a free 
consultation with one of Origin's senior management 
team and covers every aspect needed to get your 
pool project up and running,  including

 − Feasibility studies
 − Concept design
 − Architectural drawings
 − 3D CAD and colour visuals
 − Planning applications

Attention to detail is crucial to achieve a beautiful and 
successful pool and pool house. We offer a holistic 
approach to each project to ensure every individual 
element works seamlessly together. Our specialist 
design briefs encompass

 − Structural engineering
 − Specialist heating, ventilation and 

dehumidification design
 − Pool chamber and plant room
 − Building fabric detailing and regulation drawings
 − Green energy considerations
 − Lighting and interior design

We manage every aspect of the build, overseeing our 
dedicated team of pool and building construction 
experts to ensure every project runs smoothly and on 
time. This covers

 − Project management
 − Construction
 − Client liaison
 − Training and handover

Origin offers a comprehensive maintenance service 
for your pool and pool house so it can be looked after 
by the experienced team that knows it best. This 
includes

 − Routine maintenance
 − Reactionary support
 − Seasonal preparation
 − Water health checks
 − Pool and pool house refurbishment 
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PLAN

DESIGN

At Origin, we work closely with 
you to create a swimming pool 
design to suit your home, lifestyle 
and budget. Every pool project 
is unique and requires expert 
input from multiple professionals. 
We believe a successful project 
requires all of the specialist 
areas to be integrated into a 
consolidated design from the 
start. The process of designing 
and building a pool house is quite 
unlike any other building project 
as an indoor swimming pool 
consists of three major areas that 
require specialist design: heating, 
ventilation and dehumidification. 

At Origin, we manage everything 
for you. Eliminating the need for 
you to hire and manage separate 
companies for each element of 
the build, removing the potential 
risks and headache of liaising with 
individual professionals. 

We are unique in that our team 
consists of specialist engineers, 
designers and architects with 
years of experience. We take 
control of the whole project 
from the intial design to the 
construction, building and 
maintenance of the completed 
pool so you can relax, secure in 
the knowledge that our experts 
will all be working together to the 
same brief from the start.

WHY ORIGIN 
IS DIFFERENT
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“ORIGIN GUIDED 
US THROUGH 
EVERY STEP OF 
THE WAY, WHICH 
WE FOUND MOST 
VALUABLE.”

ECO-SWIM BARN

OUTDOOR BESPOKE

THE ORIGIN POOL RANGE
We specialise in the design, construction 
and maintenance of indoor swimming 
pools throughout the South East and home 
counties. Our award winning designs have 
been delivered by our dedicated team of 
experts for over 40 years. 

We eliminate the need for you to employ 
and manage separate companies for each 
element of the build, removing the potential 
risks, duplications and headache of liaising

between architects, engineers and 
contractors.  

Simply put, we do it all. We work with you 
throughout the planning and designing 
stage, keeping you informed of every step 
during the build so you can relax, secure 
in the knowledge the experts at Origin 
will be working together to the same brief  
from the start.

EXTENSION

HYDROTHERAPY



“IT REALLY IS OUR 
OWN OASIS, EVEN 
IN THE POOL YOU’RE 
SURROUNDED BY NATURE 
AND TRANSPORTED TO A 
TRANQUIL PLACE”

“THE STRUCTURE FITS IN 
WITH THE SURROUNDING 
AREA SO WELL, IT REALLY 
LOOKS LIKE IT’S BEEN 
THERE FOREVER.”

       THE BARN RANGE

The quintessential British style of the Barn range 
is a blend of traditional design and modern ethical 
considerations. Origin’s Barn range allows you to 
have a swimming pool building with all the charm 
of a country barn conversion. It blends in with your 
surroundings and emulates the countryside aesthetic, 
helping you get back to basics with nature. 

Available in a variety of sizes and finished in a 
horizontal timber weatherboard exterior that can 
be stained or painted to suit your preferred colour 
palette, every element of the Barn pool house can be 
tailored to suit your needs. The internal finishes are 
light, contemporary and airy with a choice of natural or 
white wash timber roof. The Barn pool house is also an 
energy efficient design due to the improved layers of 
insulation and comes fully equipped with all filtration, 
heating and circulation equipment. 
 

Whether your pool is to be used for fun or fitness, the Barn sits well in any rural garden 
setting as a design solution to finding space for an indoor pool. The selection of building 
sizes include different specifications and the opportunity to personalise your swimming pool 
house to your wants and needs. If you want your pool house to be a place of wellness, the 
Barn gives you the scope to add a gym, yoga room, juice bar or steam room and sauna. A 
porch extension and patio make the most of the outside space and blend the pool house into 
the garden and surrounding area. The design looks effortlessly natural and brings the outside 
in. It is a simple reflection of country style, giving you the best of both worlds. 



ECO-SWIM RANGE

The stylish Eco-Swim has become one of 
Origin’s most sought after ranges. The all-new 
Eco-Swim range has been improved and refined 
by reducing energy consumption, increasing 
thermal efficiency with new materials and 
finishing options that make it even easier to 
personalise your design to suit your taste and 
needs. 

The Eco-Swim range has two new customisable 
models to choose from: the Eco-Swim Traditional 
and Eco-Swim Contemporary, both available 
with a sports package upgrade. Each offers a 
beautiful fully heated pool with a state of the art 
pool lining system and contemporary internal 
finish. This modern and hassle free style aims to 
give you the best of Origin and bring your dream 
of owning an indoor swimming pool to life.

Designed and built to the highest standards, our 
natural timber building is made from fully renewable 
sources and blends beautifully into a garden setting, 
helping you feel at one with nature. We’re also putting 
our best green foot forward and incorporating 
sustainable and eco friendly elements in our most 
economical design yet. This new design is not 
only good for the environment but it will save you 
time and money in the long run due to its excellent 
insulation values. The pool comes with our easy clean 
filtration system to keep the water sparkling, with a 
low chemical sanitising system that gives you clean, 
warm water perfect for everyday swimming. The pool 
house includes fully porcelain tiled floors, giving you 
that feeling of luxury every time you step out of your 
pool.

Owning an Origin pool is about more than just the 
pool itself, it’s about the lifestyle that comes with it 
and with the Eco-Swim range you get all that and 
more. Swimming is an incredible form of exercise 
with a long list of health advantages, both mental 
and physical. Your swimming pool and pool house 
will help you reap the benefits and become a centre 
of wellness and exercise for everyone to enjoy.

A recent Swim England study 
revealed people who swim 
regularly feel up to 12 years 
younger than non-swimmers



Swimming pool extension design is 
about creating harmony between your 
home and swimming pool house. It is 
essential that your pool extension not 
only looks stunning but also becomes 
a seamless addition to your living 
environment. If you’re looking to create 
a space in your home that can become 
a room in its own right and be a social 
hub for all your family and friends to 
enjoy then an extension might be the 
right move for you. 

The experts at Origin can talk you 
through your options and will work with 
you to design your vision, whatever that 
may be.    

Pool house extension advantages:
 − Your indoor pool becomes another recreational 

area of your main home
 − Convenient way to incorporate swimming into your 

everyday life and daily routine
 − Ease of access when the weather is poor

Disadvantages:
 − Typically increased cost due to materials selection 

and additional work to existing property
 − More advanced dehumidification systems are 

essential
 − Increased disruption during construction
 − Usually requires a formal planning application

Almost without exception, a pool house extension to 
your home will need planning permission. At Origin, 
we have a wealth of experience in gaining planning 
approval for indoor pools in listed buildings, areas of 
outstanding natural beauty and conservation areas. 
We’ll also manage the whole process for you, so no 
need to panic!

“Seeing how the pool fits in has 
made us see the house in a whole 
new light. We are particularly 
impressed with how well the 
structure blends in with the 
original house – no one can 
believe it’s a new extension!”

“IT HAS REALLY 
BECOME THE SOCIAL 
HUB OF THE HOME 
AND KEEPS THE WHOLE 
FAMILY ACTIVE!”

“Our friends 
are amazed by 
the complexity 
of the design!”

    EXTENSIONS



BESPOKE
Do you already have a design in mind? 
Are you looking for something out of 
the ordinary? Then our bespoke design 
and build service is what you need. Our 
specialist swimming pool design and 
construction team are ideally positioned 
to guide you through the entire 
experience. We know building an indoor 
swimming pool is like no other project 
and it’s even more of a challenge when 
a client comes to us with a completely 
original idea. Sometimes the best ideas 
are born out of necessity and here at 
Origin we will help plan, design and build 
a swimming pool and pool house that’s 
perfect for you.  

“The space 
has been 
entirely 

revolutionised”

and cost.
At Origin, we believe it’s the smaller details that 
make the difference so we take time to understand 
how the hydrotherapy pool may help the user, 
both now and in the future if their requirements 
change. While a hydro pool is crucial for pain 
relief and treating major physical ailments, it isn’t 
just the water that’s important. Every element of 
a hydro pool and pool house can impact on the 
comfort of the user, from lighting and heating to 
the strength of the jets and sounds. That’s why 
Origin do it all, taking care of everything and 
working to the same brief from the start ensuring 
that your pool journey is as smooth as possible.

    

Origin has over 40 years experience in designing 
and constructing hydrotherapy pools and has a 
unique understanding of the physical and mental 
benefits of this form of natural therapy. Each 
hydrotherapy pool is designed with the individual 
needs of the user, carer and family in mind. So, 
what are the main considerations when building 
a hydrotherapy pool? 
Unlike traditional domestic swimming pools, 
building hydrotherapy pools requires specialist 
knowledge and equipment. A hydro pool needs to 
be tailored to the specific needs of the individual 
which will have an effect on the planning and 
design as well as the equipment required 
lanning and design as well as the equipment 

 HYDROTHERAPY POOLS



OUTDOOR POOLS

Although here at Origin we pride ourselves on 
being indoor swimming pool specialists, we do take 
on outdoor pool commissions. We are constantly 
looking for new and exciting challenges and love it 
when a customer comes to us with a truly unique 
idea for an outdoor swimming pool. As potentially 
one of the largest components of your garden, 
a swimming pool requires a lot of thought and 
planning in determining where to put it. You will 
need to consider the path of the sun, proximity 
to trees, ground levels and topography as well 
as safety and security and the ability to maintain 
surveillance of the pool from your house. Typically, 
the pool surroundings will also include a paved 
area, landscaping and planting.

The choices you make during construction will 
determine the longevity and running costs of your 
pool. It’s common practice to have an insulated 
chamber on outdoor pools as this helps to reduce 
your running costs as well as being more eco-
friendly. Our experts can talk you through the 
options and design a solution to fit your needs 
whatever you decide.

“We wouldn’t 
change a 
thing, it’s 
exactly how 
we imagined 
it.”

originleisure

originpoolsuk

OriginLeisure

originpools.co.uk

WHO ARE 
ORIGIN?

OUR TIPS AND TRICKS

If you’re looking for more information or want a more 
in depth look at some of our previous projects why 
not take a look at our case studies? Located under 
the ‘Pools’ tab on our website, these case studies 
guide you through a variety of projects and explain 
the inspiration and challenges behind them. The case 
studies cover everything from building a swimming 
pool in a conservation area to having to change the 
design at the last moment.

 
Our advice centre is also full of articles on the latest 
swimming pool trends, eco friendly substitutes 
and insider knowledge on what it takes to actually 
build a swimming pool.  Our social media accounts 
showcase the latest completed projects and are a 
viable tool for anyone looking to take the plunge and 
begin the undertaking of owning an indoor swimming 
pool. Make sure to follow us on all accounts so you 
don’t miss out!

It’s important you have peace of mind about your 
chosen pool company, so in addition to speaking 
to existing customers and seeing previous 
examples of  our work, it’s also essential to know 
who we work with and what we offer:

• Accredited members of SPATA (the Swimming 
Pool and Allied Trades Association). 

• Proud recipients of over 30 UK Pool & Spa and 
SPATA Awards.

• Members of the Federation of Master Builders
• We offer a 10 year warranty 

Simply put, we’re a swimming pool company that 
does it all. Made up of a team of experts ranging 
from designers and architects to engineers, 
there’s one thing we all have in common - we are 
passionate about swimming!





originleisure originpoolsuk OriginLeisure

BUILDING AWARD WINNING  
POOLS FOR OVER  

40 YEARS 

For more information email  
info@originpools.co.uk or call the  

experts at Origin on 01895 453996

FROM CONCEPT TO COMPLETION 

ORIGIN POOLS

AT ORIGIN WE DO IT ALL

INDOOR POOL
SPECIALISTS


